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QUESTION 1

Creating an ID vault on your Domino server requires administrator access to the server on which you create it, Editor
access to the Domino Directory and which of the following? 

A. Create databases and templates access 

B. Membership of theID Vault Admins group 

C. The ID Vault Admin role in the Domino Directory 

D. The ID Vault secret key generated from the server id file 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Trisha wants to set up Activity Trends for her Domino environment. Where should Trisha go to configure Activity
Trends? 

A. Server document 

B. Program document 

C. Connection document 

D. Configuration document 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your corporation has a security requirement that Microsoft Office documents may notcontain macros. Lotus Symphony
is the company standard for opening these documents. Which of the following is the best choice for restricting macros
from being run by users? 

A. Disable macros in a security settings document 

B. Apply a default Lotus Symphony settings document 

C. Enable the macros filter in the desktop settings document 

D. Select to disable the use of macros in a Lotus Symphony settings document 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Chaz, the Domino administrator, has noticed performance issues when LDAP searches are being performed against the
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Domino Directory. Which of the following is the best offered solution to improve performance? 

A. Extend the LDAP schema to add new attributes 

B. Create a full text index of the Domino Directory 

C. Configure Directory Assistance to load all users into memory in advance 

D. Delete the ($LDAP) view in theDomino Directory and let it rebuild automatically 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which ONE of thefollowing is required when setting up transactional logging on a server? 

A. Enable Transactional Logging in the server document. 

B. Add TRANS_LOG=1 to the server\\'s NOTES.INI file. 

C. Create a Transactional Logging document in the Directory Catalog. 

D. Modify the NOTES.INI log settings to read LOG=LOG.NSF, TRANSLOG.NSF 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Users in your environment have been contacting update sites and updating composite applications on their own. Your
company wishes to restrict the users from this ability. Which of the following provides that functionality? 

A. Desktop settings policy document 

B. Security settings policy document 

C. Server document for the users\\' home server 

D. Server configuration document for the users\\' home server 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Without manually restarting the SMTP server task, how often will it automatically check for changes to Configuration
Settings documents? 

A. Never 

B. Two minutes 

C. Hourly 
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D. Daily at midnight 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which domain document providesservers in a Domino domain with information on where to transfer mail destined for
external SMTP addresses? 

A. Foreign domains 

B. Internet Domains 

C. Adjacent domains 

D. Foreign SMTP domains 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Gavin has created an Organization Unit policy for */Marketing/ABC. In this policy he placed a security settings document
that specified that the password quality should be 10. However, people in this 

Organizational Unit are only being required to have a password quality of 7. What is the cause for this discrepancy? 

A. The password quality cannot go above 9 and will reset to the default of 7 for users. 

B. The parent Organization policy specifies the password quality of 7 and has it set to enforce. 

C. The parent Organization policy specifies the password quality of 8 and has it set to inherit. 

D. Users are manually changing their password quality in their user.id files and restricting updates from the policy. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Message recall is able to recall messages from a users sent view in their Domino 8 mailfile. The administrator has
enabled the mail policy for users to allowmessage recall up to 21 days. However, user are unable to recall messages
older than 14 days. Which of the following is the possible cause? 

A. The user is utilizing a local replica 

B. The user only has editor access to their mailfile 

C. The server configuration document allows only 14 days 

D. The user accepts mail under multiple Internet addresses 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 11

Mike, the Domino administrator, has configured Rooms and Resources across a cluster. When multiple replicas of the
resource database exist in the cluster, where is processing handed if all the servers are available? 

A. The user\\'s home server. 

B. The resource\\'s home server 

C. The first cluster server available. 

D. The server closest to the physical location of the resource. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

The ADC prompting is disabled but the Send to IBM option is enabled. Which of the following prompts will the user
receive? 

A. The Notes client end user isprompted to specify whether to send a diagnostic report to their company administrator
and to IBM 

B. A diagnostic report is not sent to the company administrator but the Notes client end user is prompted to specify
whether to send a diagnostic report to IBM 

C. The Notes client end user sees no messages or prompts enabled with no regarding diagnostic collection and
reporting. A diagnostic prompting report is sent to the administrator 

D. A dialog box displays information to the end user that a diagnostic report will be sent to their company administrator.
The end user is also prompted as to whether they would like to send a diagnostic report to IBM 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

The ACME corporation is receiving a large amount of mail that is addressed to users that are notlisted in the Domino
Directory. The administrator wants to configure the server to check that recipients are listed in the directory and to
refuse any mail addressed to a group name. In which of the following areas is this configured? 

A. Inbound Sender Controls 

B. Inbound Relay Enforcement 

C. Inbound Connection Controls 

D. Inbound Intended Recipient Controls 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 14

Billy wishes to use compression on his Domino servers for client connectivity. What steps must Billy do to make this
function? 

A. Enable binding on the client port; restart the client; disable tunneling on the server port; restart the server port 

B. Disable binding on the client port; restart the client; enable encryption on the server port; restart the server port 

C. Enable compression on the server port; restart the server port; enable compression on the client port; restart the
client 

D. Disable encryption on the server port; restart the server port; enable tunneling on the server port; restart the server
port 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following sample passwords would be the most complex in the password quality scale? 

A. kltrbwov 

B. 5521nowONu 

C. tobeworking 

D. lakestreampondriverocean 

Correct Answer: D 
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